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Abstract: Previous studies regarding transportation impacts on economic development in urban areas
have three major issues—the limited scope of analysis mostly with the change of property values,
the exclusion of smart transportation systems as features despite their potential for urban areas, and
stereotyped approaches with limited types of variables. To surmount such limitations, this research
adopted the concept of Big Data with machine learning techniques. As such, a total of 67 features
from main categories, including the change of business, geographical boundary, socio-economic,
land value, transportation, smart transportation, sales, and floating population were analyzed with
XGBoost and SHAP algorithms. Given that the rise and fall of business is a major consideration for
economic development in urban areas, the change in the total number of sales was selected as a target
value. As a result, sales-related features showed the largest contribution to the rise of business, among
others. It was also noted that features related to smart transportation systems obviously affected the
success of business, even more than traditional ones from transportation. It is thus expected that
the findings from this research will provide insights for decision-makers and researchers to make
customized policies for boosting economic development in urban areas that are a major part of the
urban economy to achieve sustainability.

Keywords: Big Data; XGBoost; SHAP; smart transportation systems; urban economy; impacts
of transportation

1. Introduction

The world has witnessed rapid population growth and urbanization. In 1950, 751 mil-
lion people resided in urban areas around the world (30% of the world’s population). This
number had grown to 4.2 billion in 2018 (55% of the world’s population) and is expected to
add another 2.5 billion people by 2050 (68% of the world’s population) [1]. In particular,
54% of the world’s urban population lives in Asia, followed by Europe and Africa (13%),
although Asia is less urbanized compared with other regions (e.g., North America [82%]
and Europe [74%]) [1]. Such a trend inflates the change in city size. As of 2018, the number
of cities with at least 1 million inhabitants had reached 548; that is projected to grow to
706 in 2030 [2]. “Megacity” is a term that often describes cities with more than 10 million
inhabitants, a figure that is also expected to rise from 33 in 2018 to 43 in 2030 worldwide [2].

Traffic issues have accordingly arisen from this rapid urbanization during past decades,
including negative air quality impacts. Given the fact that urban centers play a critical
role as transportation hubs, addressing traffic issues is not simple because of different
modes and intricate trip patterns. On the other hand, it was recently observed that efforts
to address traffic issues have leaned away from providing more infrastructure with a new
mobility paradigm based on smart transportation systems. The concept of a smart city
is a good example that supports this rationale. A smart city can be defined as “using all
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available technology and resources in an intelligent and coordinated manner to develop
urban centers that are at once integrated, habitable, and sustainable” [3]. As a smart city
focuses on addressing the negative impacts of urbanization with various technologies
including smart transportation systems, this could help attain social, environmental, and
economic sustainability [4–6]. Based on an analysis by Joss et al. [7], more than 5000 cities
are categorized under the concept of a smart city around the world that is aimed at
achieving sustainability.

Although urban concentration has negative impacts on society [8], it is true that a
dominant view exists regarding its advantages [9]. For example, in the transportation sector,
increased accessibility (the ease of reaching the destination) and mobility (movement of peo-
ple and goods) are common aspects that have been discussed by many researchers [10,11].
However, there might be positive impacts, such as economic development, which is one of
three pillars for sustainability, in the urban economy by smart transportation systems that
have not been of great interest so far. It has been empirically proven that new transportation
technology is a prevailing agent of effects on city changes, including a city’s location [12].
In this sense, smart transportation systems might have a distinct impact on urban areas,
but they might be slightly different from other transportation features.

Given that greater economic growth is regarded as a consistent gain among other
benefits of urban concentration [13], economic development is a keyword that is worth
considering for sustainability in urban areas. Although many researchers have considered
various transportation features that can affect the urban economy [14,15], the accumulated
wisdom from such studies is not sufficient. This still does not allow ensuring certain princi-
ples about influential features related to transportation, particularly smart transportation
systems, for economic development in urban areas to achieve sustainability.

Considering present circumstances, this research investigates the relationship between
economic development and influential features related to transportation in urban areas. In
particular, considering the growing attention to smart cities and the critical role of smart
transportation systems in addressing traffic issues, features related to smart transportation
systems are also of major interest in this research. With regard to the assessment of economic
development, business-related features are considered, given their critical role in economic
growth in urban areas for sustainability [16]. Guiding this research are the following four
main questions:

(1) What are the most influential features in transportation that affect economic develop-
ment in urban areas?

(2) How and to what extent can such features be analyzed as diversely as possible?
(3) Do smart transportation systems have any impact on economic development in

urban areas?
(4) How reliable are the results drawn from the analysis?

To seek the answers, the rest of this research is structured based on literature re-
views, proposed methodologies, case studies, including a discussion of the findings, and
conclusions where implications for research, policy, and practice are highlighted.

As no simple answers exist for the above research questions, a large range of data sets
(Big Data) is required for the analysis, encompassing various socio-economic aspects, land
value, transportation and smart transportation systems, and sales. Further, as traditional
approaches have shown the limitations of Big Data analysis [17,18], an innovative approach
needs to be taken in investigating reliable findings.

2. Related Studies and Takeaways
2.1. Literature Reviews

To set up the detailed direction of this research, literature reviews were mainly con-
ducted on two aspects with the aim of triggering questions:

(a) Transportation features for studies related to economic development in urban areas,
including smart transportation systems;

(b) Methodologies for the economic development-related analysis.
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2.1.1. Transportation Features Affecting Economic Development in Urban Areas

As good transportation systems are important in boosting economic growth, diverse
types of studies partly or mainly focusing on transportation were found regarding economic
development in urban areas. Brueckner [19] investigated some aspects of urbanization
patterns, including commuting costs in developing countries. Road infrastructure has
also been perceived as a main driver of urban sprawl and economic development. For
example, Burchfield et al. [20] considered transportation networks as a possible feature for
determining urban sprawl in the United States of America (USA), while Baum-Snow and
Kahn [21] assessed the impact of the interstate highway system on suburbanization. More
recently, Liu and Zhu [22] analyzed influential features of urban economic development,
which included technology investment and infrastructure (building roads etc.). Duranton
and Turner [15] estimated the effect of interstate highways on the growth of urban areas in
the USA.

It also turned out that public transportation is another important feature for economic
development in urban areas. Given that the concept of economic development is quite
broad, most studies have focused on the changes in property values by public transportation
in urban areas. For railways, Zhong and Li [23] investigated the effect of proximity to
railway stations on property values in Los Angeles, while Pilgram and West [24] examined
the effect of light rail systems on property values in Minneapolis in the USA. In other
countries, Gallo [25] showed the relationship between the frequency of metro lines in
Naples, Italy to real estate values, and Li [26] checked the influence of metro accessibility
on property values in Xi’an, China. For bus systems, Mulley et al. [27] tried to find some
evidence of land value uplift by the bus rapid transit in Sydney and Brisbane, Australia.
Zhang et al. [28] took a similar approach to measure the influence of bus stops on residential
property values in Connecticut. Similar findings were already noted in the case of Xiamen,
China [29].

As such, the significance of transportation features from different modes was under-
scored in various studies for economic development in urban areas. Table 1 provides a
summary of features mostly considered. Given that property values are an important part
of economic development in urban areas, most studies that analyzed transportation features
considered property values to be one of the key determinants. While transportation-related
features have been employed with a limited scope, only one smart transportation systems-
related feature (“technology investment”) has been used in the analyses.

Table 1. Major features by categories in previous studies.

Category Features Sources

Socio-economic

- Employment/employees in retail businesses
- Gross domestic product
- Population/population density
- Income
- Education/school quality
- Crime rate
- Percentage of elder people/minority people
- Park density/developed land/retail area ratio
- Job accessibility

Brueckner [19], Burchfield et al. [20], Liu and
Zhu [22], Cervero and Kang [30], Duranton
and Turner [15], Pan et al. [31], Mulley et al.
[27], Zhong and Li [23], Calvo [32], Gallo [25],
Yang et al. [29], Zhang et al. [28]
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Table 1. Cont.

Category Features Sources

Property

- Geographical location
- Price
- Size
- Number of bedrooms/bathrooms/living

rooms/ floors/parking spaces/garages
- Age
- Neighborhood park/supermarket/museum/

cultural attraction within 200 m
- Distance to central business

district/river/medical center
- Number of common destinations within

walking distance of the property
- Central air conditioning

Liu and Zhu [22], Cervero and Kang [30],
Yan et al. [33], Pan et al. [31], Mulley [34],
Mulley et al. [27], Zhong and Li [23], Calvo
[32], Pilgram and West [24], Gallo [25], Li
[26], Yang et al. [29], Zhang et al. [28]

Transportation

- Highway distance/distance to highway
intersection

- Railroad distance
- Infrastructure (building roads)
- Average commuting cost
- Streetcar passengers per capita
- Elevation range
- Terrain ruggedness
- Road density
- Average transit distance/distance to transit
- Average share using transit to get to work
- Highway lane/rail track within 250 m
- Bus stop within 500 m
- Availability of park-and-ride facilities
- Number of railway stations
- Property located within 100 m of a highway
- Property located within 50 m of a train/bus

rapid transit line
- Adjacency to elevated roads

Brueckner [19], Baum-Snow and Kahn [21],
Burchfield et al. [20], Cervero and Kang [30],
Yan et al. [33], Duranton and Turner [15], Pan
et al. [31], Mulley et al. [27], Zhong and Li
[23], Pilgram and West [24], Gallo [25], Li
[26], Yang et al. [29], Zhang et al. [28]

Smart transportation
systems

- Technology investment Liu and Zhu [22]

Others

- Environmental/energy features
- Environmental density
- Bars and restaurants per thousand people
- Distance to water
- Adjacency to the flood area
- Air pollution-particulate matter (PM10)

Burchfield et al. [20], Liu and Zhu [22],
Cervero and Kang [30], Mulley et al. [27],
Calvo [32], Pilgram and West [24], Yang et al.
[29]

2.1.2. Methodologies for Economic Development-Related Analysis

As stated above, most studies related to economic development have focused on the
changes in property values by transportation accessibility. Statistical approaches have been
widely taken, and Table 2 provides a summary of methodologies used in previous analyses.

Hedonic price models have been employed in many studies, and in order to account
for the spatial dependence effect other models, such as geographically weighted regression
and spatial econometric models, have been considered.
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Table 2. Main methodologies applied in previous studies.

Author Location Main Methodology

Baum-Snow and Kahn [21] Boston, Atlanta, Chicago, Portland and
Washington, DC, USA Multivariate Regression

Cervero and Kang [30] Seoul, Korea Multilevel Logit Model,
Hedonic Price Model

Yan et al. [33] Charlotte, USA Hedonic Price Model

Dubé et al. [35] Montreal, Canada Difference-in-differences Model

Mulley [34] Liverpool, United Kingdom Geographically Weighted Regression

Pan et al. [31] Houston, USA and Shanghai, China Multilevel Regression Model

Mulley et al. [27] Brisbane, Australia Hedonic Price Model,
Geographically Weighted Regression

Zhong and Li [23] Los Angeles, USA Spatial Durbin model,
Geographically Weighted Regression

Calvo [32] Bogota and Barranquilla, Columbia Hedonic Price Model,
Spatial Econometric Model

Pilgram and West [24] Minneapolis, United States Difference-in-differences Model

Gallo [25] Naples, Italy Hedonic Price Model

Li [26] Xi’an, China Random Effects Regression Model

Yang et al. [29] Xiamen, China Hedonic Price Model,
Spatial Econometric Model

Zhang et al. [28] Hartford and Stamford, USA Hedonic Price Model,
Geographically Weighted Regression

2.2. Key Takeaways

From literature reviews, several lessons were identified that can be considered as
addressing major research questions:

1. A variety of features have been considered in previous studies relevant to economic
development in urban areas. Among them, property value-related features have been
mostly used because of the easy acquisition of data and result interpretation, as well
as the ability to reflect economic development in urban areas. It is well-noted that
business is an engine for economic growth [36]. Yet few studies have considered
business-related features for the assessment of transportation impacts on economic
development in urban areas for sustainability.

2. Although transportation-related features have been actively considered in previous
studies, the boundary of features is limited to the accessibility of transportation or
conditions of infrastructure. In particular, features relating to smart transportation
systems have not been considered properly, except for one study conducted by Liu
and Zhu [22]. This is because although smart transportation systems have gained
growing attention in many urban areas, they have been out of scope or not of interest
to researchers in spite of their importance in the analysis. The complex nature of smart
transportation systems could be the main reason for this deficiency.

3. As mentioned above, diverse features have been found in literature reviews, but
the methodologies used for the analysis were quite limited, such as hedonic price
models or regression models. Economic development in urban areas is affected by
many features that require extensive information to be inclusively analyzed. Despite
recent increasing interest in the concept of Big Data, it was difficult to find studies
related to economic development that used Big Data (or large-sized data) and/or
new techniques (i.e., machine-learning techniques). This is the result of the lack
of Big Data available for research purposes, and/or low understanding of it in the
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economic development field. Considering the fact that machine-learning techniques
with Big Data are effective in understanding accurate phenomena and predicting
future outcomes e.g., [37], it would be meaningful to utilize the concept of Big Data
and relevant new techniques to identify the influence of transportation features,
including smart transportation systems, on economic development in urban areas.

3. Methodology

The most suitable methodology needs to be developed in order to overcome limitations
found in literature reviews and to achieve the objectives of this research. Figure 1 provides
a snapshot of the overall flow of the methodological process used in this research which
consists of four steps. After reviewing all possible methods, the most proper method is
taken from Ensemble algorithms (Step 1), followed by its applications in Steps 2 and 3 with
a target site. Results are eventually interpreted in Step 4 to provide meaningful findings.
Details of each step will be described in the methodology and case study sections.
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3.1. Comparison of Possible Approaches

To consider a wide range of influential features on economic development in urban
areas, this research needs to use methods that are already proven as highly effective and
applicable to Big Data sets. At the same time, the method should be trustworthy enough to
overcome methodological limitations from previous studies while achieving the objectives
of this research. Based on the extensive investigation, machine learning methods were
chosen as possible approaches for this research. The following table is a set of possible
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methods that have been widely used in Big Data analysis. Only methods under the category
of supervised machine learning are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Possible methods for analysis.

Category Method Strength Weakness

Regression algorithm

Linear Regression
Relatively simple, easy to
interpret with the weights, and
widely used in various domains.

Only able to provide linear
relations and limited predictive
performance.

Logistic Regression

Relatively simple, easy to use,
and able to give fast classification
(including multiclass) results and
probabilities.

Not easy to interpret by its
multiplicative feature and limited
application to non-linear
classification.

Instance-based
algorithm

Nearest neighbor

Intuitive to implement, and no
assumptions for the data structure
(nonparametric) and no training
step necessary.

High computational complexity,
sensitive to irrelevant or
redundant features, and feature
scaling necessary.

Support Vector Machine

Applicable to linear and
non-linear problems, and no
assumptions for the data structure
(nonparametric) necessary.

Relatively difficult to use and
interpret, computationally
expensive, and lacks transparency
of the results.

Bayesian algorithm Naïve Bayes
Efficient with small datasets and
multi-category tasks and less
sensitive to irrelevant features.

Strong assumption of
independent attributes necessary
and sensitive to the form of
input data.

Decision tree
algorithm

Classification and Regression
Tree (CART)

Relatively simple to capture
interactions of features and
insensitive to the distribution of
predictor variables
(nonparametric).

Not very stable with small
variations and can split only by
one variable.

Ensemble algorithm

Bootstrapped Aggregation
(Bagging)

Able to reduce variances, high
prediction accuracy, and
applicable to
regression/classification
regardless of types of variables.

Computationally expensive,
complex to implement, possible to
lose interpretability and to give
less precise values by mean
predictions.

Boosting

High prediction accuracy and
flexibility, easy to interpret, and
applicable to
regression/classification
regardless of types of variables.

Relatively sensitive to irrelevant
features, computationally
expensive, careful parameter
tuning necessary.

Deep learning
algorithm Artificial Neural Network

Good for complicated datasets
and able to implicitly detect
complex non-linear relationships,
all possible interactions between
variables.

Complex to apply, difficult to
understand the algorithm,
dependent on the quantity of the
data and great computational
burden.

Sources: [38–46].

Among the methods mentioned above, interest in ensemble algorithms is growing
to identify the interactions among features [47–49], which is of major interest to this
research. Note that although both methods (i.e., Bagging and Boosting) present increased
accuracy, there are noticeable differences that need to be considered to determine the final
methodology. In principle, both use several models (learners) by using the average to
reach the final decision; however, Bagging uses an equally weighed average while Boosting
uses a weighted average (better performance with variable interactions). Also, in terms
of reducing variance for higher stability, Boosting reduces bias and often outperforms
other machine learning methods e.g., [50,51]. Boosting refers to “a general and provably
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effective method of producing a very accurate prediction rule by combining rough and
moderately inaccurate rules of thumb” [52]. Basically, Boosting attempts to convert weak
learners to strong learners by training weak learners sequentially (adjusting the weights of
weak learners), thereby improving the model predictions. Therefore, to identify influential
transportation features from various datasets in this research, Boosting could be the suitable
approach by efficiently generating a combined model with lower errors.

Among Boosting techniques (e.g., adaptive boosting or gradient boosting), the extreme
gradient boosting (also called “XGBoost”) was selected, which has been successfully proven
by data mining challenges (e.g., Kaggle competitions [53]) and by recent studies in other
fields e.g., [47–49].

3.2. Theoretical Details of XGBoost and SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanation)

XGBoost was originally created from the concept of gradient boosting presented by
Friedman [54] and was developed very recently by Chen and Guestrin [53]. The basic
principle of gradient boosting is a straightforward method to build a new model in a
gradient direction of the residual errors in order to minimize the loss function which
is generated at each iteration. In particular, XGBoost shows its superiority in terms of
scalability, parallelization, optimization, and accuracy. The summary of the algorithm is
presented here, but more detailed explanations of the XGBoost algorithm can be referred to
in Chen and Guestrin [53].

Let a given dataset be D = {(xi, yi)}(|D| = n, xi ∈ Rm, yi ∈ R) with n examples and
m features. Equation (1) represents a prediction output function which uses K additive
functions.

ŷi = ∅(xi) = ∑K
k=1 fk(xi), fk ∈ F (1)

where F =
{

f (x) = wq(x)
}
(q : Rm → T, w ∈ RT )

K: number of trees
f : tree function in the functional space F
w: vector of scores in the leaves (weight)
q: structure of each tree
T: number of leaves in the tree
The objective function to be optimized is given by Equation (2) which can compromise

the bias-variance tradeoff to achieve between model performance and operation speed.

L(∅) = ∑i l(ŷi, yi) + ∑k Ω( fk) (2)

where Ω( f ) = γT + 1
2 λ‖w‖2

l: loss function
Ω: regularization term
γ: complexity cost by additional leaf (minimum loss needed to further partition the

leaf node)
λ: regularization parameter
The objective in Equation (2) is optimized by adding a tree at each iteration, which

will be Equation (3) at t-th iteration.

L(t) = ∑n
i=1 l(yi, ŷi

(t−1) + ft(xi)) +Ω( fi) (3)

A second order Taylor expansion of the loss function is applied to solve Equation (4)
where gi = ∂ŷi

(t−1) l
(

yi, ŷi
(t−1)

)
and hi = ∂2

ŷi
(t−1) l

(
yi, ŷi

(t−1)
)

.

L(t) '∑n
i=1[l(yi, ŷi

(t−1)) + gi ft(xi) +
1
2

hi f 2
t (xi)] +Ω( ft) (4)
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After removing all constant terms, the specific objective function at step t becomes
Equation (5).

L̃(t) = ∑n
i=1[gi ft(xi) +

1
2

hi f 2
t (xi)] +Ω( ft) (5)

With the definition above, the objective function can be reformulated as Equation (6)
where Ij is defined as a group of examples in the j-th leaf in a certain tree structure.

L̃(t) = ∑n
i=1[gi ft(xi) +

1
2 hi f 2

t (xi)] + γT + 1
2 λ

T
∑

j=1
w2

j =

T
∑

j=1
[

(
∑

i∈Ij

gi

)
wj +

1
2

(
∑

i∈Ij

hi + λ

)
w2

j ] + γ

(6)

From Equation (6), when the tree generates the same weights for the examples in one
leaf, the optimal weights can be defined as w∗j and the corresponding optimal value will be

L̃(t) where q denotes a particular tree structure.

w∗j = −
∑i∈Ij

gi

∑i∈Ij
hi + λ

(7)

L̃(t)(q) = −1
2

T

∑
j=1

(∑i∈Ij
gi)

2

∑i∈Ij
hi + λ

+ γ (8)

To find an optimal split of the tree, Equation (8) plays as an evaluation criterion. The
algorithm finds the optimal value greedily by avoiding enumeration of all possible tree
structures (q). Instead, the algorithm starts splitting from a single leaf into two leaves
according to Equation (8). To this end, a loss reduction by the split can be calculated by
Equation (9), where IL and IR denote the left and right groups of examples, respectively,
after splitting.

Lsplit =
1
2

[
(∑i∈IL

gi)
2

∑i∈IL
hi + λ

+
(∑i∈IR

gi)
2

∑i∈IR
hi + λ

− (∑i∈I gi)
2

∑i∈I hi + λ

]
− γ (9)

In principle, the best split is to maximize the value of the loss reduction (i.e., the gain
is smaller than γ). After the split process is completed, the leaf values are assigned by
Equation (7) to produce the final output.

One of the difficulties of using XGBoost is its result interpretation. To address this
problem, Lundberg and Lee [55] proposed a unified framework for interpreting predictions,
SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations), which can generate values for interpreting complex
predictive results from machine learning methods. The concept of SHAP is based on classic
Shapley values from a game theory that distributes the total gain or payoff among features
according to their relative importance (i.e., magnitude of each contribution) to draw the
final output of a game [55,56]. Technically, the Shapley value is the average marginal
contribution of a feature value across all possible combinations.

Given that features have different magnitudes of importance to the model’s outputs,
that importance can be estimated with the direction (sign) by Shapley value [57]. The
positive sign means the positive contribution to the prediction of activity for the final
output, whereas the negative sign indicates the opposite contribution to the prediction of
activity.

SHAP values are computed by averaging marginal contributions across all possible
permutations of a feature set. This is based on the principle of Shapley values to attribute
φi values for each feature as in Equation (10) [58].

φi = ∑
S⊆N\{i}

|S|!(M− |S| − 1)!
M!

[ fx(S ∪ {i})− fx(S)] (10)
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where φi ∈ R
S: the set of non-zero indexes in z′ ∈ {0, 1}M

M: the number of input features
N: the number of all input features
f : a model
Because of the difficulty in estimating φi for gradient boosting tree models, Lund-

berg et al. [58] suggested a method for tree SHAP values. This approach was proven as “the
only possible consistent, locally accurate method that obeys the missingness property and
uses conditional dependence to measure missingness” [55,58]. More details can be found
in Lundberg and Lee [55] and Lundberg et al. [58]. With this, SHAP was chosen as a tool
to be used for XGBoost in addition to the unique aspect of visualization that summarizes
the individual importance of each feature to the prediction of activity. It is noted that the
SHAP value of a feature is an average difference between the predictions with and without
the feature.

4. Case Study

Based on the methodology proposed, a case study was conducted to reach possible
answers to research questions. First, the target site was selected where reliable datasets
could be obtained which included necessary variables. Second, data types and features
were determined with nine categories that could reflect the objectives of this research. Third,
data analysis was performed with the XGBoost algorithm and throughout the process of
the target value setting, model training and result visualization with SHAP values. Lastly,
results were interpreted from various angles—all features, and transportation- and smart
transportation-related features.

4.1. Target Site

The primary objectives of this research are to identify the features affecting economic
development in urban areas, including the ones for smart transportation systems. As
mentioned above, to incorporate various features, this research adopts the concept of Big
Data and relevant techniques, which means specific conditions are required for the case
study. Two conditions should be taken into account in this regard: (a) the existence of Big
Data with various feasible features, which might affect economic development in urban
areas; (b) the pursuit of smart transportation systems in the city agenda. In detail, the target
site should maintain an open Big Data platform where specific datasets, particularly related
to urban economy, business, transportation, smart transportation, and socio-economics,
can be publicly obtained. Also, a variety of smart transportation systems, from traditional
to state-of-the-art, should be built in the target city so that a wide range of relevant features
can be reflected in the analysis.

Considering such conditions, Seoul in the Republic of Korea was selected as a target
site. Seoul is one of the most populous, congested and digital technology-advanced cities
in the world and has accurate information data. As of 2019, more than 10 million people
were living in Seoul, which spans an area of 30.3 km north-to-south and 34.78 km west-
to-east (0.61% of the Republic of Korea) and has 25 autonomous districts (called Gu) and
423 administrative subdistrict units (called Dong) [59]. Although Seoul is regarded as one of
the best cities in terms of “mobility and transportation” for facilitating movement through
the city and access to public services [60], traffic congestion is still torturing city dwellers
(overall average travel time to work/school is 41.12 min, as of September 2019 [61].

In terms of digital technology advancement, the Internet user rate in Seoul was
95% [59]. Further, there was a high penetration rate 80%, [62] of smartphone use in
the Republic of Korea, with more than 90% of Seoul citizens using smartphones. A total
2694 locations with 8679 access point installations for free Wi-Fi hotspots existed in 2017 [63].
Smart transportation systems are quite advanced in Seoul, which is regarded as one of
the world leaders in this field. For example, more than 9000 buses in Seoul were using
real-time management and operations in 2017 [63], as well as more than 35,000 probe taxis,
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1181 detectors, 326 variable message signs, and 832 closed-circuit televisions were installed
in 2016 [64]. In addition, the Seoul Metropolitan Government maintained an open Big Data
platform providing 5198 datasets, 11,906 services, and 4557 open APIs from 70 agencies
as of February 2020 [65], which makes it possible to analyze various features to attain the
objectives of this research.

Figure 2 provides a brief overview of public transportation and land use information
in the target site.
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Maps were created by the authors with data sources publicly available.

4.2. Selection of Data Types and Features

A wide range of data was reviewed for the analysis to consider various features in
response to the limitations observed in literature reviews. As noted, most previous studies
have focused on the relationship between property values and transportation, which can
in part be associated with economic development in urban areas. However, it is true that
activities associated with business play a critical role in the economic development of urban
areas. Further, new technologies have recently been considered a key enabler of industries
and economic growth e.g., [68]. More than 140 types of data were reviewed, which were
obtained from the Seoul Open Data Plaza, to find the most proper features. The final data
set is presented in six groups in Table 4.

Table 4. Summary of datasets.

Categories Data Details Variables

Classifier ID Unique ID for classification ID

Target value Change of business 1 = business increase;
0 = others TGT

Business

Business area code Distinguishment of business areas BIZ_AREA_CODE

Business area type code

A: local business; D: growing
business; J:
revitalization/neighborhood
activation; R: traditional market;
U: special tourist zone

BIZ_AREA_TYPE_CODE

Business type code Distinguishment of business type BIZ_TYPE_CODE
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Table 4. Cont.

Categories Data Details Variables

Geographical boundary

District code Autonomous districts DISTRICT_CODE

Subdistrict code Administrative subdistrict
units used in business area SUBDISTRIC_CODE

Subdistrict code for GIS Administrative subdistrict
units used in GIS SUBDISTRICT_CODE_GIS

Socio-economic

Resident population per each
administrative subdistrict unit N/A POPULATION

Number of
employees—manager N/A EMPL_POP_MANAGER

Number of employees—skilled
workers N/A EMPL_POP_SKILLED

Number of
employees—agriculture,
forestry, and fishing workers

N/A EMPL_POP_AFF

Number of employees—office
workers N/A EMPL_POP_OFFICE

Number of employees—drudge N/A EMPL_POP_DRUDGE

Number of employees—service
industry workers N/A EMPL_POP_SERVICE

Number of
employees—mechanic and
assembly workers

N/A EMPL_POP_ASM

Number of
employees—professional
workers

N/A EMPL_POP_PRO

Number of
employees—salespersons N/A EMPL_POP_SALES

Number of employees—etc. N/A EMPL_POP_ETC

Land value
Average land value per 1 m2 by
property
(Korean won/m2)

N/A AVG_LAND_VALUE

Transportation

Number of operating buses per
unit area (km2) N/A BUS_BY_AREA

Number of operating buses per
1000 persons N/A BUS_BY_PEOPLE

Number of bus stops per unit
area (km2) N/A BUS_STOP_BY_AREA

Number of people per bus stop N/A PEOPLE_BY_BUS_ STOP

Number of subway stations per
unit area (km2) N/A SUB_STATION_BY_ AREA

Number of people per subway
station N/A PEOPLE_BY_SUB_STATION

Number of parking lots per unit
area (km2) N/A PARKING_BY_AREA
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Table 4. Cont.

Categories Data Details Variables

Smart transportation
systems

Number of traffic detectors N/A TRAFFIC_DETECTOR

Number of variable message
signs N/A VMS

Number of CCTVs N/A CCTV

Number of traffic CCTVs N/A TRAFFIC_CCTV

Number of vehicle detection
systems N/A VDS

Number of lane control systems N/A LCS

Number of public Wi-Fi spots N/A PUBLIC_WIFI

Number of pedestrian light
controls N/A PEDESTRIAN_LIGHT

Number of remaining crosswalk
time indicator N/A RMNG_ INDICATOR

Number of EV fast-charging
stations N/A EV_CHARGING

Ratio of bus information
terminals to all bus stops N/A BIT_RATIO

Sales

Ratio of sales amount during
weekdays N/A RATIO_WD_SALES

Ratio of sales amount during
weekends

Exclusive relation to
above data N/A

Ratio of sales amount by time
slots (0 to 6 h) N/A RATIO_00TO06_SALES

Ratio of sales amount by time
slots (6 to 11 h) N/A RATIO_06TO11_SALES

Ratio of sales amount by time
slots (11 to 14 h) N/A RATIO_11TO14_SALES

Ratio of sales amount by time
slots (14 to 17 h) N/A RATIO_14TO17_SALES

Ratio of sales amount by time
slots (17 to 21 h) N/A RATIO_17TO21_SALES

Ratio of sales amount by time
slots (21 to 24 h) N/A RATIO_21TO00_SALES

Ratio of sales amount by males N/A RATIO_MALE_SALES

Ratio of sales amount by
females

Exclusive relation to
above data N/A

Ratio of sales amount by age
groups (10 s) N/A RATIO_10S_SALES

Ratio of sales amount by age
groups (20 s) N/A RATIO_20S_SALES

Ratio of sales amount by age
groups (30 s) N/A RATIO_30S_SALES

Ratio of sales amount by age
groups (40 s) N/A RATIO_40S_SALES

Ratio of sales amount by age
groups (50 s) N/A RATIO_50S_SALES

Ratio of sales amount by age
groups (over 60 s) N/A RATIO_60S_SALES
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Table 4. Cont.

Categories Data Details Variables

Floating population

Number of floating males N/A PEOPLE_MALE

Number of floating females Exclusive relation to
above data N/A

Number of floating people by
age group (10 s) N/A PEOPLE_10S

Number of floating people by
age group (20 s) N/A PEOPLE_20S

Number of floating people by
age group (30 s) N/A PEOPLE_30S

Number of floating people by
age group (40 s) N/A PEOPLE_40S

Number of floating people by
age group (50 s) N/A PEOPLE_50S

Number of floating people by
age group (over 60 s) N/A PEOPLE_60S

Number of floating people by
time slot (0 to 6 h) N/A PEOPLE_00TO06

Number of floating people by
time slot (6 to 11 h) N/A PEOPLE_06TO11

Number of floating people by
time slot (11 to 14 h) N/A PEOPLE_11TO14

Number of floating people by
time slot (14 to 17 h) N/A PEOPLE_14TO17

Number of floating people by
time slot (17 to 21 h) N/A PEOPLE_17TO21

Number of floating people by
time slot (21 to 24 h) N/A PEOPLE_21TO00

Note: This research assumed the sensitivity of data years was not critical for the analysis.

As the rise and fall of business is a major consideration when it comes to the success
of economic development in urban areas, the target value was set to the change of business
and contributing features in socio-economics—land value, transportation, smart transporta-
tion systems, sales and floating population—were employed. Resident population and
employment were considered two representative socio-economic features. Considering
the importance of land values in economic development in urban areas, an average land
value per 1 m2 in property was employed. Further, as pointed out in literature reviews,
previous studies mainly used distance-based accessibility, which could not reflect accurate
features of transportation of which various aspects exist. Three dimensions—accessibility,
service quality and equity—were accordingly considered, which are major factors when
users select their transportation services.

Various features related to smart transportation systems were also incorporated to
evaluate their contributions to business in urban areas. A total of 11 features were in-
troduced that encompassed traffic information, traffic operation and management, and
electric vehicles. To see the specific magnitude of contributions by sales amount to the
target value, ratios of sales amount were used by gender, weekdays, weekends, time-slots,
and age groups. As the number of floating people is also an important feature that affects
the local business, the number of floating people by gender, age group and time-slots was
considered. Last, note that this research assumed the sensitivity of years of data was not
critical for the analysis results.
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4.3. Data Analysis
4.3.1. Target Value Setting

A specific quantitative measure needed to be decided for business to be used as a
target value in the analysis. The total number of sales was chosen as a primary measure
for two reasons: (a) its representativeness of the number of customers in local markets
which was directly associated with business; and (b) its relative stability compared to other
measures, such as prices, which can vary by the type of business and is sensitive to cost
fluctuation for raw materials during the study period. Further, the 2017–2019 period was
chosen for the analysis, assuming that at least two years were necessary to monitor the
impact of selected features on sales. Data that had at least one time of sales per day were
considered to increase the reliability of the analysis.

A total of 36,034 specified business areas, generated by a combination of 1493 business
area codes and 45 business type codes, were found in 2017, while a total of 31,888 specified
business areas were found in 2019, which came under consideration. Among them were
33,645 specified business areas that had more than one time of sales per day during the
second quarter of 2017. After comparing with specified business areas in 2019, 29,300 speci-
fied business areas remained for further consideration (4345 specified business areas were
not found in datasets in 2019). To see the clear influence by selected features, only specified
business areas that showed more than a 50% increase in sales during 2017–2019 were
used as a target value. Subsequently, it turned out that the rate of being a target value
from the refined datasets was 8.8% (2589 out of 29,300 specified business areas). Figure 3
represents all business areas selected in 2017 and in 2019 for the analysis (green dots) and
selected areas with increased sales (red dots). It is noted that there were cases that had both
increased and decreased sales in one selected area because dots in maps mean areas where
businesses were located.
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4.3.2. Data Setup, Model Training, and Result Visualization

Data considered in this research were aggregated with different spatial units that
needed to be matched up with the codes of business areas. Further, most transportation-
related data provided only location information (longitude and latitude coordinates), which
were also aggregated by the administrative subdistrict level to match with codes of business
areas. GIS software (QGIS) was used to implement the procedures.

After setting up the data, the XGBoost algorithm was applied to train the dataset using
Python. Train and test datasets were split in the ratio of 8 to 2 to avoid overfitting. The
model performance needs to be monitored simultaneously to draw the most reliable model.
An AUROC (the area under the curve of the receiver operation characteristics) was used as
a metric to evaluate the model performance. Three parameters were controlled during the
training process. First, the number of estimator parameters, which decide the number of
boosting rounds, was set as 1500. In addition, the optimal estimators were automatically
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found by the early stopping option, which stops training a model if the validation score is
not improved further. Second, the learning rate parameter, which decides the weight of
the previous boosting round, was set as 0.01. Last, the maximum depth parameter, which
decides the maximum tree depth, was set to vary from one to nine.

Table 5 provides the AUROCs of train and test datasets depending on the max depth.
Until eight in the max depth, the AUROC of the train dataset increases. The fluctuation
of this metric was noted in the test dataset after five in the max depth, in addition to the
increasing difference between the two datasets. The trained model with five of the max
depth was accordingly selected as a final model, which can explain clearly the characteristics
of both train and test datasets.

Table 5. The pattern of AUROCs in train and test datasets.

Max Depth 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Train dataset 0.6613 0.6867 0.7028 0.7301 0.7801 0.8253 0.8794 0.9195 0.6814

Test dataset 0.6373 0.6425 0.6458 0.6466 0.6522 0.6501 0.6550 0.6506 0.6292

Difference 0.0240 0.0442 0.0570 0.0835 0.1279 0.1752 0.2244 0.2689 0.0522

As explained above, SHAP values were used to interpret the results from the model
which were calculated through Python. Numerical values are provided which can help
understand how each feature affects the prediction from datasets. The SHAP package
also provides various tools for result interpretation including summary and dependence
plots. The summary plot visually shows SHAP values from all features, and the depen-
dence plot provides a specific relationship between SHAP values and feature values in
selected features.

4.4. Analysis Results
4.4.1. All Features Analyzed for the Change of Business

Note that for the intuitive interpretation, the word “contribution” is used in this
research which indicates mean absolute SHAP values (an average difference between the
predictions with and without the specific feature). According to contributions to the increase
in the total number of sales, all features were prioritized as described in Figure 4. In the top
10, all features fall under the sales category, which means sales amount-related features
provided significant contributions to business, either positively or negatively. Among them,
the ratio of sales amount by 10 s ranked the highest, which produced 0.16328. To a lesser
extent, 14 features related to the sales amount, three features related to transportation, two
features related to floating population, and one feature related to socio-economics were
listed, totaling 20 features. Interestingly, three transportation features are all relevant to
smart transportation systems. Here, the feature importance was also presented to give
further insight. The feature importance is a relative measure that can be calculated by
a portion of the number of frequencies used per each feature, with a total number of
frequencies of all features used for the modeling process.

Looking into the average values of contributions to business, features in the sales
category showed the largest as 0.05357 among the socio-economics, floating population
and sales categories, while features in the other two categories have equal values of 0.00696.
The average contribution in the sales category is around 7.7 times larger than the other
two categories.

The summary plot is presented in Figure 5 which brings all features to a single plot in
the rank order with SHAP values. Each dot represents a single data point, and the color
of each dot means the responding value to a feature from low to high. The summary plot
gives a sense of the distribution of SHAP values per feature by offering indications of the
relationship between the value of a feature and the impact on the prediction (output from
the model).
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20 Socio-economic Resident population per each administrative subdistrict unit POPULATION 0.01389 1.47%

21 Transportation Number of people per bus stop PEOPLE_BY_BUS_STOP 0.01195 1.74%

22 Socio-economic Number of employees – office worker EMPL_POP_OFFICE 0.01113 1.76%
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27 Land value Average land value per 1m
2
 by a property (Korean won/m

2
) AVG_LAND_VALUE 0.00756 1.44%

28 Floating Population Number of floating people by age groups (20s) PEOPLE_20S 0.00715 1.74%

29 Transportation Number of parking lots per unit area (km
2
) PARKING_BY_AREA 0.00672 1.78%

30 Socio-economic Number of employees – etc. EMPL_POP_ETC 0.00659 1.69%

31 Floating Population Number of floating people by age groups (40s) PEOPLE_40S 0.00584 1.68%

32 Smart Transportation Ratio of bus information terminals to all bus stops BIT_RATIO 0.00568 1.75%

33 Smart Transportation Number of traffic detectors TRAFFIC_DETECTOR 0.00502 1.45%

34 Socio-economic Number of employees – skilled worker EMPL_POP_SKILLED 0.00482 2.03%

35 Floating Population Number of floating people by time slots (17 – 21 hours) PEOPLE_17TO21 0.00441 1.79%

36 Socio-economic Number of employees – mechanic and assembly worker EMPL_POP_ASM 0.00412 1.63%

37 Floating Population Number of floating people by age groups (30s) PEOPLE_30S 0.00383 1.58%

38 Transportation Number of people per subway station PEOPLE_BY_SUB_STATION 0.00375 1.95%

39 Floating Population Number of floating people by time slots (0 – 6 hours) PEOPLE_00TO06 0.00370 1.79%

40 Socio-economic Number of employees – salesperson EMPL_POP_SALES 0.00344 1.56%

41 Transportation Number of bus stops per unit area (km
2
) BUS_STOP_BY_AREA 0.00338 1.41%

42 Floating Population Number of floating people by time slots (21 – 24 hours) PEOPLE_21TO00 0.00317 1.68%

43 Floating Population Number of floating people by time slots (11 – 14 hours) PEOPLE_11TO14 0.00262 1.35%

44 Floating Population Number of floating males PEOPLE_MALE 0.00232 1.45%

45 Transportation Number of subway stations per unit area (km
2
) BUS_BY_AREA 0.00207 1.53%

46 Transportation Number of subway stations per unit area (km
2
) SUB_STATION_BY_AREA 0.00206 1.71%

47 Floating Population Number of floating people by time slots (6 – 11 hours) PEOPLE_06TO11 0.00195 1.91%

48 Transportation Number of operating buses per 1,000 persons BUS_BY_PEOPLE 0.00176 1.78%

49 Socio-economic Number of employees – professional worker EMPL_POP_PRO 0.00153 1.80%

50 Floating Population Number of floating people by time slots (14 – 17 hours) PEOPLE_14TO17 0.00131 1.44%

51 Smart Transportation Number of EV fast-charging stations EV_CHARGING 0.00125 1.35%

52 Smart Transportation Number of traffic CCTVs TRAFFIC_CCTV 0.00101 1.36%

53 Smart Transportation Number of variable message signs VMS 0.00099 1.50%

54 Smart Transportation Number of vehicle detection systems VDS 0.00074 1.31%

55 Socio-economic Number of employees – drudge EMPL_POP_DRUDGE 0.00025 1.77%

56 Socio-economic Number of employees – service industry worker EMPL_POP_SERVICE 0.00020 1.10%

57 Smart Transportation Number of lane control systems LCS 0.00018 1.23%

Figure 4. All features in order by mean absolute SHAP values.

In the top 10 features, the ratio of the sales amount by males during weekdays and by
age group (30 s) showed positive contributions to business. This means that activities by
males in the 30 s age group during weekdays might relatively affect the rise of business in
a target site. To a lesser extent, the ratio of sales amount between 6 and 14 h and by age
groups (20 s and 50 s), and the number of employed skilled workers contributed positively
to business. It is likely that the core hours to boost business would be from 6 to 14 h, which
might accord with workers’ office hours, and stores would be in these areas with the highest
number of employees of skilled workers. Interestingly, the resident population and the ratio
of sales amount between 14 and 17 h contributed negatively to business. Given that the
greater residential population might exist in residential areas where business activities are
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relatively fewer, increasing the residential population could bring negative contributions to
business. Activities during 14 to 17 h in business areas might not contribute to the rise of
business; rather, they might be observed in areas where their business is already declining
or is relatively non-sensitive. A feature for the average land value showed an inconsistent
pattern of contributions being observed, both positively and negatively, that had been
assumed as a positive feature in previous studies. More details can be explained through
dependence plots.
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A dependence plot provides a snapshot of distribution by a selected feature. This is
depicted by a dot with the value of a feature on the x-axis and the corresponding SHAP
value on the y-axis. Only noticeable features were analyzed by category. First, six features
were selected from the socio-economic category (Figure 6).

As stated above, the resident population produced a negative contribution to business,
which might result from the location of business areas. The number of employed office
workers, managers, and salespersons showed strong positive contributions until certain
points (around 30,000, 5000, and 25,000 employees, respectively). The rise of business might
be contributed by a certain level of the employee numbers of office workers, managers,
and salespersons.

On the other hand, the contribution by the employee number of skilled workers
significantly increased beyond a certain number, which was around 22,000. Consequently,
different patterns were noted within the same category that contributed to the rise of
business, which might need customized approaches to increase the number of sales in
business areas in a target site.
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In terms of the average land value, positive contributions were mostly found after a
certain value. This was aligned with the findings to some degree from previous studies
regarding the relationship between accessibility and property values e.g., [28,29,69]. How-
ever, the magnitude of contribution starts decreasing after the value of 5 million Korean
Won, which means a higher land value does not always bring more sales in business.
A certain boundary of land values could give the maximum contribution to the rise of
business which might affect the choice of locations of business areas. Compared with other
studies, Cervero and Kang [30] examined the land market effects by operating median lane
bus services in Seoul, which is the same target site of this research. Cervero and Kang [30]
revealed that land price premiums were expected within 300 m from bus stops in residential
areas, and 150 m in retail and other non-residential areas. Although the approach and
research objectives are obviously different, this at least showed that there might be a certain
point of land values affected by transportation accessibility which is not always linearly
positive. Similarly, many point out that a negative effect on land values exists to some
degree depending on geometric accessibility to properties e.g., [69].

Nine features were chosen from the category of sales (Figure 7).
Features in the sales category presented similar positive patterns. However, some

features such as the ratio of sales amount to between 6 and 11 h, by males in the age groups
of 20 s and 50 s, and during weekdays exhibited a sudden surge from certain points. This
means that the potential of purchasing power in these features (particularly males in the
20 s and 50 s age groups) rises from these points. On the contrary, in some features, such
as the ratio of sales, the amount between 11 and 14 h, and by the 10 s, 30 s, and 60 s age
groups, SHAP values dropped sharply at zero values and then consistently or inconsistently
showed a positive trend. The phenomenon could be explained by the fact that when these
features have zero values, other features might contribute strongly in a positive way to the
rise of business. Besides, these features would not contribute significantly to the prediction
when they have zero values.
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Figure 8 depicts dependence plots for six features in the category of floating population.
Various patterns were found in this category. An increasing pattern of contribution

to business was found from the number of floating people in their 60 s while the one for
50 s showed a slight increasing pattern after the value of 70,000. It is reckoned that females
might show a positive pattern for contribution to the rise of business. Contrary-wise, more
males might bring fewer positive contributions to business. Other features, such as the
number of floating people in their 10 s, 20 s, and 40 s, showed strong positive contributions
within certain values, which were also observed in other features of the socio-economic and
sale categories. That is, after specific values, their contributions remarkably changed from
positive to negative. This is because different age groups might bring different patterns of
contributions to business.

Looking into transportation-related features, including smart transportation systems,
18 features were located from 15 to 57 out of the 57 features considered for the analysis
(Figure 9). A total of SHAP values is 0.10666, while other features show 0.91143. It means
that total contributions by transportation to the increase in sales in a target site is around
10.5%. Only when considering a total of SHAP values, surprisingly, features related to
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smart transportation systems show bigger contributions on average than the ones for
general transportation (0.00682 vs. 0.00453). Only five features (EV fast-charging stations,
traffic CCTVs, variable message signs, vehicle detection systems and lane control systems)
from smart transportation systems were ranked as the lowest in terms of the magnitude
of contributions. On the other hand, among the five most influential features, pedestrian
light controls, public Wi-Fi spots, CCTVs, and remaining crosswalk time indicators were
the most influential features for the increase in sales from smart transportation systems.
The number of people per bus stop was the only feature that was not relevant to the smart
transportation systems ranked in the top five most influential features.
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Figure 9. Transportation-related features in order by mean absolute SHAP values.
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4.4.2. Detailed Findings from Transportation-Related Features

In considering the objectives of this research, the results from transportation-related
features were further investigated in order to provide a deeper understanding (Figure 10).
A total of seven features were used that might affect business in a target site.
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Figure 10. A summary plot for transportation-related features.

Figure 11 depicts dependence plots for features related to subways and parking
facilities.
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Figure 11. Dependence plots for features related to subways and parking facilities.

Considering the critical role of subways in accessibility to business, the number of
people per subway station and the number of subway stations per unit area show a positive
impact on the increase in sales in a limited way. Specifically, a significant contribution was
found for more than 30,000 people per subway station, while a larger number of subway
stations per area seems to have higher contributions compared to a smaller number of
subway station per area. A relatively positive contribution was also noticed by the number
of parking lots per area with an out-of-way sensitivity by the volume of facilities.

Features related to buses showed more consistent patterns (Figure 12). In detail,
people per bus stop showed a positive pattern. The contributions by more than 450 people
by bus stop to the increase in sales became significant. Operating buses per unit area
also contributed to business especially with more than 25 operating buses per unit area.
Operating buses per 1000 persons showed an irregular inclination, but two operating buses
per 1000 persons gave noticeable contributions to the increase in sales. It is noted that
compared with the features for subways, contributions by bus-related features are more
straightforward, meaning that accessibility by buses is more influential in getting customers
to visit business areas. Also, SHAP values in the bus-related features are bigger than those
in subway-related features.
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One atypical phenomenon was found in the number of bus stops per unit area. Fewer
contributions were calculated by more bus stops per unit area. In particular, fewer than
25 bus stops per unit area showed the highest contributions, which breaks the mold
of typical approaches to the concept of accessibility. Further investigation is required
from various angles. However, these business areas might already be in a high-density
development where additional bus services are unlikely to be necessary due to high
accessibility. Alternatively, they might be in densely built-up areas with mostly narrow
passageways between buildings where bus stops are not allowed to be placed.

4.4.3. Detailed Findings from Smart Transportation Systems-Related Features

The results for features related to smart transportation systems need to be discussed
separately in view of the growing interest in emerging technologies. A couple of features
showed meaningful results, as presented in Figure 13.

First of all, a negative pattern was observed when the number of CCTVs increased
(Figure 14). With more than 2500 CCTVs per administrative subdistrict unit, the magnitude
of negative contributions to the increase in sales became larger (Figure 14). This might
result from the fact that CCTVs are usually installed in safety-sensitive areas. In these
areas, fewer business activities might occur due to less floating population. Consequently,
the increment in sales might be noticed in business areas that are relatively safer with
fewer CCTVs.
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In contrast, the number of pedestrian light controls and the ratio of bus information ter-
minals to all bus stops showed relatively positive contributions to the increase in sales from
certain points. From the customer’s viewpoint, these applications increase convenience,
reliability and efficiency, which leads to positive impacts on local business. Although not
very strong, positive contributions were found in the ratio of bus information terminals
to all bus stops; after the ratio of 0.2, strong contributions appeared in a positive way to
increasing sales in a target site.

Interesting results were also found for two features—the number of public Wi-Fi
spots and the number of remaining crosswalk time indicators. Fewer public Wi-Fi spots
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might have a greater effect on increasing sales in business areas. This is not aligned
with the general perception that better Wi-Fi connectivity might contribute to the rise of
business. However, considering the high penetration rate of the Internet, smartphones,
and commercial Wi-Fi spots in a target site, customers might not be very sensitive to the
availability of public Wi-Fi spots. Rather, there is a possibility that more public Wi-Fi spots
might be installed in lower income-level areas, where robust business activities are not
created, to bridge the digital divide within a target site.

Two peaks were found in the dependence plot of the number of remaining crosswalk
time indicators. In other words, fewer than 25 and more than 300 indicators per the
administrative subdistrict unit showed strong positive contributions to business. The
location of business areas, together with the type of business, might be major reasons for
this phenomenon. First, traditional markets are usually located in an old town where
crosswalks might be fewer or crossing distances might be relatively shorter because of the
nature of the town design. Second, the increase in sales might occur more frequently in
newly developed business areas where more crosswalk time indicators might be installed
to ensure pedestrian safety. Given the fact that the highest contribution was observed in
business areas that have more than 300 units, this application might help to increase sales
by strengthening traffic safety.

With regard to fast-charging stations for electric vehicles, they are not yet widespread
in a target site, but positive contributions by this feature were noted. Interestingly, more
than seven stations provided strong positive contributions to the increase in sales in
business areas.

Other features did not show consistent patterns, but some meaningful outcomes
could be drawn. Figure 15 depicts dependence plots for five features related to smart
transportation systems.
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Considering the advantages of vehicle detection systems and lane control systems for
optimizing traffic operations, they mostly showed positive contributions to business in
an irregular way. However, it was noted that traffic CCTVs and detectors made relatively
negative contributions to the increase in sales. This might be because these applications are
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generally installed on arterial roads, which could produce adverse environmental impacts
by heavy traffic, including noise and air pollution. Even if arterial roads could increase
accessibility to business areas, such impacts might have a negative influence on business.
A similar rationale could be applied to variable message signs, as it showed a negative
trend beyond a certain value. Variable message signs disseminate traffic information that
could increase customer convenience and efficiency when they visit business areas (positive
contributions to business). At the same time, more variable message signs are installed
along main roads to disperse the traffic and ensure the efficiency of traffic operations.
However, business areas located near main roads could be negatively affected by heavy
traffic; thus, from a certain number of variable message signs, they produced relatively
negative contributions to the increase in sales in the analysis.

5. Conclusions

Transportation systems have contributed significantly to economic and social activities
by connecting people to places in urban areas. However, it is true that transportation-
related features, including smart transportation systems, have not been examined for their
contributions to economic development in urban areas. Although the rise and fall of
business is a good measure for monitoring economic development in urban areas, relevant
transportation studies regarding influential features have rarely been carried out in this
area. In this regard, efforts have been made to answer the questions that triggered this
research. Major achievements from this research are as follows:

• Big Data sets were established through the open Big Data platform. A total of 29,300
specified business areas were considered for the analysis, out of 36,034 in 2017 and
31,888 in 2019;

• More than 140 types of data were reviewed in order to select suitable features from these
datasets. Consequently, a total of 67 features were considered from nine categories;

• In particular, diverse features that were not considered in previous studies, i.e., six
features in transportation and 11 features in smart transportation systems, were used;

• Cutting-edge machine learning techniques (e.g., XGBoost and SHAP algorithms) were
employed to analyze the extent of influential features for business in a target site;

• For each feature, results from the analysis were interpreted with SHAP values in order
to understand the impacts on business in each target site.

The findings of the analysis are summarized below and can be referred to for future
research and policy directions:

• Features in sales showed the largest contributions to the rise of business. The ratio of
sales amount by males during weekdays, by age group (10 s, 30 s, 40 s and over 60 s)
and time slots (0–6, 14–17, 17–21 and 21–24 h) were the top 10 features that mostly
affected business;

• Unlike previous studies, an inconsistent pattern of contributions from average land
value was observed in the rise of business. Given that a certain boundary of land
values could provide the maximum contribution, deciding the locations of business
areas would affect the findings of business success;

• Unsurprisingly, features related to transportation and smart transportation systems
affected business. Relatively larger contributions by smart transportation systems were
found in terms of average SHAP values. Four out of the top five transportation-related
features were pedestrian light controls, public Wi-Fi spots, CCTVs and remaining
crosswalk time indicators, which were relevant to smart transportation systems;

• Fewer CCTVs and public Wi-Fi spots might generate more sales in business, which
would be against general perceptions. However, due to the advantages of conve-
nience, efficiency, and reliability, pedestrian light controls generally showed positive
effects, whereas remaining crosswalk time indicators had two peaks of highest positive
contributions to the resulting increase in business;

• Transportation accessibility is important, but this does not always provide consistent
contributions to business. For example, bus-related features showed more influence
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on business compared to subways. In addition, fewer numbers of bus stops per unit
area produced more contributions to the increase in business. This might be the result
of the development of business areas where additional bus services were not necessary,
or bus stops were not allowed to be added;

• Under the limited deployment of fast-charging stations for electric vehicles, the possi-
bility was shown that this could provide a positive contribution to business. Incon-
sistent patterns were found for traffic CCTVs, detectors, and variable message signs,
which will be noted for further investigations.

All in all, considering the various patterns of contributions from transportation-related
features, it can be concluded that: (a) smart transportation systems obviously affect the
increase in sales in business; (b) even with the same feature(s), the magnitude and direction
of contributions are varied; and (c) some features (e.g., public Wi-Fi spots, remaining
crosswalk time indicators, traffic CCTVs, detectors, and variable message signs) showed
unconventional results.

These findings can be of use for stakeholders to make relevant policies. In detail, first,
town planning authorities can refer to the findings to understand the value of transporta-
tion and smart transportation-related features when they design business areas and land
uses. Second, transportation planners can prioritize the installation of smart transporta-
tion facilities in business areas considering their comparative contributions to economic
development in urban areas. Given that different impacts of accessibility by subways and
bus stops were noticed, transportation planners can also consider making more efficient
transportation networks through customized policies. As fast-charging stations for electric
vehicles showed a positive contribution to business, transportation and local authorities
can consider it as additional benefits for wider deployment of environmentally friendly
transportation modes. Third, business developers might be interested in the results because
detailed features in sales were analyzed and the magnitude of average land values to affect
business success was identified. This type of information would be an asset to the private
sector when they develop the business.

Despite meaningful contributions, a couple of limitations were also found that can
guide the future direction of research. For example, although many variables were al-
ready considered for the analysis, there are more variables to be considered from smart
transportation systems. Features related to shared mobility (e.g., carsharing, ridesharing,
bikes-haring, or e-scooter sharing) and/or demand-responsive transportation are a few
examples. Second, the level of aggregation units and the point of time for data collection
were different for each dataset; thus, this research presumed that the sensitivity of data
years was not critical. Yet, if possible, the level of aggregation units and the point of time
for data collection need to be aligned for more reliable results. Lastly, as aforementioned,
some findings from the analysis did not concur with the general perception from previous
transportation studies. Further investigation can be conducted with other external factors
to identify details of contributions by features of public Wi-Fi spots, remaining crosswalk
time indicators, traffic CCTVs, detectors, and variable message signs.
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